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Abstract 

A smart city is one such city that uses technology to make optimal utilization of resources to make cities more efficient, 

sustainable and people-centric. If we see, in the last two decades, urban infrastructure in many Indian cities has been upgraded. 

Modern airports, flyovers, bridges and expressways can be traced in most big cities in the country. But, the quality of urban 

services has not kept pace with the population explosion in many of our major urban centers. Overcrowding has caused a space 

crunch, which is accumulated due to lack of effective and scientific utilization of spaces. A smart city is attributed by smartness 

along multiple parameters, with smart governance playing a master role in aiding each of them. Government of India have taken 

an initiative to develop 100 cities to develop as smart cities. Main components of area-based development in the Smart Cities 

Mission are city improvement (retrofitting), city renewal (redevelopment) and city extensions (Greenfield development) as well 

as a Pan-city initiative which confirms Smart Solutions are applied covering larger parts of the city. In this paper, study area is 

selected from Orange city- Nagpur. The town is dominated in 1818 by the British fort built in that year on the twin hills of 

Sitabuldi located in the centre of the city. Zone 2 which is Dharampeth area, are studied in this paper among 10 main zones of 

the city. To make a smart city, this paper studies the strategic blueprint identified four broad growth directions: building a more 

sustainable city, movement people and not of vehicles, achieving accomplishment in providing citizen services, and restructuring 

economy.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Climate change, growth of population, demographic change, urbanization and resource depletion has posed a big problem which 

mean that it is imperative for world’s great cities to adapt to survive and thrive over the coming decades. Cities are considered as 

engines of growth for every nation’s economy, including India. As per 2011 Census about 31% of India’s current population 

lives in urban areas and contributes 63% of India’s GDP. With increase in urbanization, urban areas are supposed to house 40% 

of India’s population and contribute to 75% of India’s GDP by end of 2030. But it needs comprehensive development of 

physical, institutional, social plus economic infrastructure. All these things are imperative in nourishing the standard of life and 

attracting people and investments to big City, moving a virtuous cycle of growth and development. Development of Smart Cities 

is a step in that direction. With increase in growth of India’s population, more citizens are bound to move to cities. 

Human development since the inception of Industrial Revolution has had serious repercussions on the environment, and the 

growth and destructive actions of human society have led to negative impacts on the Earth’s sub-systems  

The Central government has revealed an ambitious plan to construct 100 smart cities in India. According to the bureaucrats 

these smart cities will be constructed in three termed phases, the first phase that is  starting this year will be targeting to 

constructing 20 smart cities while the balance would be done in two groups of 40 each. The government’s weightiness in 

delivering on its solemn promise is reflected in the Rs 70 billon set in the Union Budget 2014-15 exclusively for the 

development of smart cities. The government is targeting on making the pre-existing cities smarter as well as developing new 

satellite towns.  

The objective of smart city is to promote cities that provide core infrastructure and facilitate a decent quality of life to citizens 

plus a clean and sustainable environment and instruments of ‘Smart’ Solutions. The basic infrastructure elements in a Smart City 

would comprise of: 

- Smart Transportation as well as urban planning 

- Intelligent Traffic Management system 

- Smart parking system 

- Advanced Safety control  

- Sustainable public transportation  

- Clean energy and clean environment 

- Renewal energy sources system 

- Infrastructure of Green building 
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- Energy efficiency facility 

- Smart grid system and smart meter 

- Project governance needs 

- Citizen engagement and interaction 

- Public information facility 

- Monitoring system to execution of projects 

- Financial framework for the tiny cities 

- Water and other waste management 

- Sustainable water management facility 

- Water quality monitoring system 

- Waste disposal and sewage treatment system 

- System for recycling of e-waste 

- Waste collection 

- Smart communication includes 

- Citywide wireless networks system 

- Wide Wireless connectivity 

- Smart monitoring system 

- Smart cards bunching 

- Sensors and smart devices like routers and modem 

- GIS system 

- Mobile apps and relevent devices 

 What is a ‘smart city’? 

There is no universally accepted definition of a Smart City. It leads to different presumptions to different people. The concept of 

Smart City, hence, varies from one city to other and one country to other, solely based on the level of development, anxiety to 

change and get reformed, resources and dream, aspirations of the city residents. 

A smart city (also smarter city) utilizes digital technologies or information and communication technologies to augment 

quality and efficiency of urban services, to lower costs and resource consumption, and to indulge more effectively and actively 

with citizens. In smart city contemporary system is so utilized that the seams and arrangements of the various urban systems are 

made simple, clear, responsive and even malleable. Citizens are engaged and informed in the relationship among their activities, 

their neighborhoods, and the urban ecosystems scattered widely, but they are encouraged to witness the city itself as something 

they can tune collectively, such that it becomes efficient, interactive, adaptive, engaging as opposed to the inflexible, mono-

functional and monolithic structures of many 20th century cities. 

 An Initiative by Indian Central Government –‘SMART CITIES IN INDIA - Smarter Solutions for a Better Tomorrow’: 

Experts envisage that about 25-30 people would migrate every minute to Indian cities from rural areas in search of comparatively 

better livelihood and better lifestyles.It is estimated that by the end of year 2050, 843 million. People will be living in Indian 

cities. 

To facilitate this large urbanization, India needs smarter ways to manage the complexities, lower expenses, augment efficiency 

and improvise on the quality of life. India is planning on 100 new smart cities and it will develop modern satellite towns around 

the existing cities under thisprogramme. Government of India has set aside 70.6 billion rupees (about USD 1.2 billion) for Smart 

City project in Budget 2014-15. Smart Cities to create 10-15% rise in the employment. Urban Development ministry has plans to 

develop two smart cities in each state. The Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) will be spending 

INR 50,000 crore (US$ 8 billion) in next five years for 500 cities and towns with minimum a population of one lakh. According 

to the official smart cities will be built in three phased manner, the first phase that is starting this year would aim to construct 20 

smart cities on other hand the rest would be done in two phases of 40 each.  

While considering population, these 20 cities have 3.54 crore people. Bhubaneshwar is top on this list. The list includes, 

Bhuvaneshwar, Jaipur, Pune, Surat, Ahmedabad, Kochi, Shilapur, Jabal, Indore, Vizag, Dhavangiri, NDMC, Coimbatore, 

Kakinada, Udaipur, Belgaum, Ludhiana, Guwahati, Chennai, Bhopal. 

In April The Cabinet had approved about 1 lakh crore investment for urban development under Smart Cities Project mission 

and the Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation of 500 cities (AMRUT) that is outlaying Rs 48,000 crore for 

Smart city mission and Rs 50,000 crore, for AMRUT. 

 Need of Smart Cities Development: 

The Smart Cities Mission has objective to promote cities that provide core infrastructure and give a decent life to its citizens, a 

clean and sustainable environment and application of ‘Smart’ Solutions. Coreof this undertaking is sustainable and inclusive 
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development and the theme is to look at compact areas, create a model which will act like a light house to some other aspiring 

cities. 

If we see in last two decades, urban infrastructure in many of Indian cities has been upgraded. Modern airports, bridges, 

flyovers and expressways can be found in most cities in the country. But, the quality of urban services is not in pace with the 

population explosion in many major urban centers. Overcrowding is causing space crunch, which is intensified due to lack of 

efficient and scientific utilization of urban land. The growing urban population exerts unbearably high pressure on the 

environment which contributes to decline in the quality of lives of most citizens. 

The next transformation in urban India would involve putting the concerns of citizens at the centre of any urbanization 

strategy – something which smart cities aim to achieve in the next few decades. 

To cope up with demands of citizens urban planners have come up with idea of developing the whole urban eco-system, which 

is represented by the four facets of comprehensive development i.e.institutional, physical, economic and social infra. This can be 

attributed as long term goal and cities can be assumed to work towards developing such comprehensive infrastructure adding on 

‘smartness’ layers. 

 Smart City as a System: 

Present-day thinking about the integrated sustainable city of the city as a system-can only bemade reality with a smartness, 

integrated approach to both strategy and delivery. 

In a mutually interconnected urban system, trees and green walls are used to naturally cool streets and buildings; and green 

waste can be converted into energy via anaerobic digestion or same kind of biological treatment; 

 Profile of Nagpur City: 

Nagpur District dwells the north-eastern part of the state of Maharashtra. The district has roughly triangular shape. The district is 

rich in geological as well as mineral wealth. As that of minerals, fossils of flora and fauna both have also been reported from this 

area in large numbers. Its quiet interesting to note that the semi-precious stones, rock crystal and agate forms were utilized to 

make beads in pre-historic times. Readily available natural resources and climate might have engrossed human settlement since 

the pre-historic era. 

 Climate and Geography: 

Taking into account surrounding region there is a undulating plateau that rises northward to the Satpura Ranging from 889 to 

2,142 feet (271 to 653 m). On the west side, the hills are forested. On the northeast side are the hills of Ramtek. The region is 

exhausted by the Kanhan and Pench Rivers in the center, the Wardha in the west, the Wainganga on the east side. These two 

rivers later merge as tributaries of and into the Godavari River. Soil in the north and west is fertile black (cotton) and in the east 

is alluvial in nature. 

The climate of Nagpur tracks a seasonal monsoon weather pattern. Peak temperatures are reached usually in May/June and 

those can be as high as 48 C. The monsoon works usually from July. The season generally extends up to September, peaking 

during July and August. Following monsoons, the average temperature differs between 27 C and approx 6-7 C through 

December and January. The average rainfall is 45 inches anually, with more rain in the east compare to in the west. 

 Demography: 

The Nagpur district has of Nagpur Municipal Corporation, 10 municipalities, 13 panchayat samitis and 778 gram panchayats. 

District covers about 9897 sq. km. of which Nagpur city has for 217.65 sq. km. (2.2%). The district population was 40.51 lakhs 

(as per Census of India - 2001) of which 20.52 lakhs were in Nagpur city. Population density of Nagpur is quite low when 

compared to other comparable cities of India. The figure was 95 persons per hector in 2015. 

About 36% of the population in the city of Nagpur dwells in slums. About 427 slum pockets in the city are spread over an area 

of 17 sq. km. among 427 slums, 292 slums are notified slums. The slum population of Nagpur was about 6.6 lakhs in 1997, 

which increased to 7.4 lakhs in 2001 and then to 8 lakhs in 2005, showing a growth of 22% in the last eight years. Among 8 lakh 

population, 20% lives in non-notified slums (Source: Slum department, NMC) 

 Spatial distribution and city growth: 

As per Census 2001, Nagpur’s population is about 20.5 lakhs. The population trends of the city show a declining growth rate 

over the decades. It has decreased from 48.3% in 1921-31 to 32.6% in 1991-2001. Based on the linear projection method, the 

growth rate may reduce in the next three decades to 22.2% (2021-31). Accordingly, in the next 25 years Nagpur’s population 

would double. But, considering the recent development projects like Multimodal International Hub Airport – Nagpur (MIHAN) 

and IT sector’s likely investments in the city, Nagpur’s growth rate may revive itself and Nagpur’s population may double by 

2021, i.e. in the next 15 years. Nagpur needs to plan for its infrastructure accordingly. In the graph below the corrected figure 

population reflects that the level of population that can be attained if the all the proposed investments in and around the city like 

the MIHAN project fully materialise. 
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The city attractiveness for migrants has been decreasing as per Census of India 2001. In the last decade about 46% of the 

population growth is due to immigration. Same has declined to 24% in the four years (1997-2001), as per data from Census 

2001.Data regarding key reasons for migration indicates that magnetism of the city as a business destination is low. Most of the 

migrants are originated from the rural regions. The main reasons for migration by the male population were attributed to 

work/employment (49%), movement of household (22%) followed by education (10%). The proportionate people shifting for 

business purposes were comparatively small. 

The population distribution is highly uneven. The city is mainly characterized by low-rise development, that is dense in the 

inner and outer parts of the city, and a lot of vacant land in the outer areas. The inner area of the city had higher densities of 700-

850 persons per hector (as per Census 1991) and also alongside national highways, NH-6 and NH-7. But peripheral areas 

indicated densities which ranged from as low as 10 persons per hector to 150 persons per hector 

 Strategic Road- Rail Location: 

Nagpur is located on the north-south, east-west corridor of ‘National Highway Development Programme’. Goods transport 

passing through Nagpur is expected to augment significantly. Air cargo transport in and out of Nagpur will need multimodal 

terminal connectivity. Hence, a road and rail terminal will be needed crucially in the MIHAN area. If Nagpur has to act as a 

significant distribution hub for the country, the multimodal terminal will also need warehousing facilities comprising cold 

storage. 

 Power Sector: 

On consultation with Stakeholder it was emerged that Nagpur does not get adequate power supply due to large scale industrial 

activity. This problem confronted by existing and prospective entrepreneurs would be solved to a considerable extent in the 

coming years. Some power projects have been planned, keeping in mind the geographical advantages that Nagpur has. 

The Nagpur region contains large deposits of coal. The Western India Coalfields has Nagpur as its head office and has large 

mining activities in a 150 km radius of the present Nagpur airport. Hence, coal washing is also a major industry around Nagpur. 

Due to large coal presence in the region, it has an attractive location for coal-based power generation on offer. Coal deposits are 

sufficient to generate estimated 4500 MW of power annually. The planned capacity of Koradi and Khaparkheda will further add 

another 1500 MW of power. In the MIHAN region the SEZ area will also have its power generating plant of 100 MW for 

assured power. Nagpur will also see an investment of Rs.180 crores for modernising the distribution system with Accelerated 

Power Development and Reform Programme. It will improve the quality and reliability of distributed power. 

 Health Hub: 

Health care facilities of city presently cater to the three-crore strong population of Vidarbha and adjoining districts of MP and 

Chattisgarh. As there is no other city in a 300-320 km radius with good medical facilities, the city offers an excellent chance for 

health care establishments. The healthcare industry has already established a substantial presence in the city; presence of the 

numerous medical colleges would ensure an easy supply of trained manpower. The presence of an international airport in the 

range can ensure easy access to the facilities for patients from all over the world. Nagpur can attract medical tourists though not 

from all over the world but surely from countries in the South Asia and the Middle East. 

 Need of Development in Nagpur: 

It would be imperative to scientifically revamp the present infrastructure like transport, roads, civic facilities, water supply, 

sewerage system and other such allied elementary services that make a city enjoy living. To achieve this objective, it is 

imperative that sustainable use of natural resources, designing customized city development models, securing funds for the 

projects and ensuring optimal use of technology. Due to lack of phased planning, the essential infrastructure to achieve the 

desired development has not taken place. The cities need ought to be developed as to function engines of economic development. 

Availability of requisite funds and revenue model are very important for implementing any infrastructure development of 

projects.  Unfortunately, the projects are conceived without making clear as to how far such projects are viable for 

implementation.  Funds are sanctioned but sometimes later such projects are found to be non-viable.  Due to lack of regulatory 

and monitory mechanism to access the viability of the projects, assigned funds are either misused or diverted for some other 

purposes.  Hence, there is the absolute requirement for making detailed guidelines to work out proper control on utilizing funds 

and the implementing only such projects that are sanctioned by the Central Government. 

The facilities and requirements of modern era are very imperative for important cities like Nagpur. This city which is the fastest 

growing city in terms of industry, education, agriculture, health services and population wise basically faces lack of modern and 

improved infrastructure. Nagpur has experienced extraordinary growth in population which has already increased to nearly 32 

lakhs. Government is planning create 10 crore houses which could be made possible only if 500 another towns are created with 

the funding from Centre and State. The present state of infrastructure facilities and service delivery is not adequate in Nagpur 

and there is an pressing need to formulate a strategy to get all the essential requirements accomplished like healthy mass 

transport system like mono-metro rail then creation of satellite towns etc. Being a centrally located place Nagpur has come to be 

recognized as a strategically important and is the geographical centre of India. 
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 Zone wise Distribution Of Nagpur: 

Various departments of Nagpur Municipal Corporation (NMC) such as public relations, finance, library, health, roads, buildings, 

slums, establishment, street lighting, traffic, gardens, public works, local audit, octroi, legal services, water works, education and 

fire services manage their specific activities. The NMC activities are administered by its zonal offices. 

 
Fig. 1: Zone wise Distribution of Nagpur 

 

SN ZONE Population wards Slums 
Slum  

(Population) 
Gardens 

108 service 

(Emergancy) 

referral 

hospital 

Drinking water 

hub 

1 Laxminagar 239171 13 48 60672 19 4 3 27 

2 Darampeth 159458 11 37 64248 14 3 2 31 

3 Hanunagar 232247 13 35 62627 15 3 2 18 

4 Dhantoli 208426 14 27 49642 14 1 5 35 

5 Neharunag 243953 13 22 52205 11 2 1 26 

6 Gandhibag 216866 15 30 95869 10 3 3 17 

7 Satrnjipura 187044 12 45 110395 12 1 1 17 

8 Lakadganj 333859 15 54 132601 12 2 2 24 

9 Ashinagar 317321 16 73 103422 13 2 1 22 

10 Manglwari 297320 14 53 75826 16 4 2 23 

 
Total 2435665 136 424 807507 136 25 22 240 

NMC divides city in 10 zones and which are served by zonal offices. 

 Study Area Zone-2: 

Current Status of Zone2 

- Zone-2 Dharampeth  

- 11 Wards- represented by a corporator  

- 6 Divisions- Ambazari, Vayusena Nagar, Civil Lines, Ravinagar, Shankarnagar, VNIT 

- Zone 2 Latitude 21.0141 

- Zone 2 Longitude 79.0396 

- Area- 40sqkm  

- Finance- Nagpur Municipal Corporation’s (NMC) Dharampeth Zone no. 2, Tax Collection department seized properties 

worth Rs 6.50 crore for non-payment of tax dues.  
Division Population 

Division 24- Vayusena Nagar 45,000 

Division 21- Civil Lines 31,500 

Division 25- Ravi Nagar 56,000 

Division 52- Shankar Nagar 54,000 

Division 53- Ambazari 57,000 

Division 54- VNIT 19,500 

Total Population in Zone 2 2,62,500 

 Water Distribution System: 

Water supply to Nagpur City was taken from three surface sources which are Gorewada Tank, Kanhan river, and Pench canal. In 

1911 Gorewada tank source was developed. With city growth and the increase in need for water, Gorewada tank source became 

inadequate. As expansion was not possible due to site conditions, water source from river Kanhan 15 km. away was considered 

as perennial source. 
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In 1976, the Irrigation Department executed a storage dam across river Pench for hydroelectric project at Totaladoh and 

picked up dam at Navegaon Khairy. Sources being Pench Dam, Pench-I ,II & III Schemes were commissioned in 1982, 1984, 

and 2003 respectively. Pench-IV scheme is now underway.  

II. OLD GOREWADA SOURCE 

This source was developed in 1911. It includes an earthen bund across river Pili at about 8 km towards North-East of Nagpur 

having gross storage capacities 8.82 Mm3 and live storage of 7.92 Mm3 respectively. On the downstream side, conventional 

Water Treatment Plant of 16.0 MLD capacity is established. This treated water is pumped to Seminary hills G.S.R for 

distribution. 

 Kanhan Water Source: 

Water intake located at about 14 km from Nagpur and 300 m. downstream of the confluence of the River Kolar and the River 

Kanhan was constructed in 1940. In the year 1956 a barrage was built across Kanhan River 500 m upstream of Kanhan head 

works having a storage capacity of 7.82 Mm3. This Scheme was commissioned in four phases during 1940s to 1970s. The first 

phase capacity was 27.3 MLD which was increased to 63.6 MLD in 1954. The capacity was further increased to 86.3 MLD in 

1966 and atlast to 109 MLD in 1970. 

Under the scheme, in Kanhan river bed two intake wells and two dry wells on the right bank of Kanhan River are build. Raw 

water is supplied to conventional treatment plant of 109 MLD capacity. Water from the Treatment Plant is pumped to G.S.R. of 

capacity 22.74 ML at Government House by 600 to 900 mm dia. M.S. parallel rising mains of length 15.24 km. which are 

connected to each other. 

 Pench Source: 

 Pench Project - Phase-I: 

113.5 MLD water is taken from Pench right bank canal by way of gravity to Mahadulla pumping station. The raw water is 

supplied to the B.P.T. of capacity 5.7 lakhs liters by 1606 mm dia M.S. Rising Main of 5624m length from B.P.T. Water is 

supplied from the Gorewada balancing tank through 700 mm dia C.I. gravity mains of length 400 m. from Gorewada Tank it is 

taken to the conventional treatment plant having capacity 113.5 MLD through 1200 mm dia M.S. gravity main. The filtered as 

well as chlorinated water from the treatment plant is then pumped to Seminary Hills G.S.R. of 20.43 ML capacity and 

Gittikhadan G.S.R. of 5.94 ML capacity. Sitabuldi G.S.R. is then fed from Seminary Hills G.S.R. through 700 mm dia M.S. 

Feeder Main having length 4000 m. 

 Pench Project - Phase-II: 

A baby canal from Pench right bank canal to Mahadulla pumping station was build to force additional 136 MLD of water. This 

raw water is pumped to the pre-existing B.P.T. of capacity 5.70 lakh ltrs. by 1626mm dia M.S. Rising Main having length 5.60 

km from B.P.T. water is taken to Gorewada tank via 1500 mm dia P.S.C. 8 Kg.cm2 gravity main having length 400 m. from 

Gorewada Tank water is conveyed to conventional water treatment plant of capacity 145 MLD via 1100 mm and 1000 mm dia 

P.S.C. 4 Kg./Sq.cm. gravity mains having length 650 m and 325 m.  Pure water is forced to Seminary Hills G.S.R. having 

capacity 20.43 ML through 1321mm dia M.S. Rising Main of 3760 m length. Under this scheme two E.S.R.s at Jaripatka and 

Sharda Rolling Mill each having capacity 22.7 lakhs liters are build. 

 Pench project - Phase-III: 

Under Pench Phase –III, additional 100 MLD water taken from PRBC to Mahadula pumping station via the baby canal. 

Additional pumps are supplied at Mahadula for Raw Water Pumping. A new treatment plant is also build at Gorewada. The 

system is similar to Pench - I & Pench - II project. As per billing by Irrigation dept to NMC. Losses through Canal sepage in the 

length of 48.50 Km length is @ 20-25% as per the inspection of Water audit & Leak detection Study. 

 Present Treated Water Supply: 

Treated Water from Various WTP 
Kanhan Water Works 120.00 Mld 

Pench Phase – I 136.00 Mld 

Pench Phase – II 140.00 Mld 

Pench Phase – III, Stage – I 100.00 to 120.0 Mld 

Old Gorewada 16.00 Mld 

Total 500.00 to 530.00 Mld 

 Present Water Distribution System: 

Existing water distribution system of Nagpur city exibit appx 2100 km of pipe network is divided in to three areas. 

1) North / East / South part of Nagpur city - water supply from Kanhan Head Works & WTP.   

2) North / West / South / Central part of Nagpur city -water supply from pench project and WTP at Gorewada.    

3) North / Central part of Nagpur city -water supply from both the sources i.e. Pench & Kanhan 
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ESR/GSR AMT OF WATER SUPLLIED (MLD) 

Ram Nagar ESR 22 

Ram Nagar GSR 10 

Futala line 17 

Riggle Line 5.5 

Seminary Hills ESR 13 

Seminary Hills GSR 3.5 

Dabha ESR 7 

Wadi Tekadi ESR 1 

G H Buldi 14 

Dhantoli ESR 10 

TOTAL 110 

 Soft Infrastructure and Hard Infrastructure: 

The smart city vision involves hard infrastructure—viz. introducing smart grids along with various types of renewable energy 

generation and creating new systems of mobility that is based on distributed networks—but is mainly articulated through ‘soft 

infrastructure’ i.e. social networking and communities, legal systems and cultural systems, and various systems of ICT. This 

speedy facet is perhaps more widespread and appealing for cities, which offers a way to quickly fit existing buildings and 

infrastructure with smart elements at cheaper cost, while planning carefully for the longer-term paradigm shift to heavier forms 

of smart infrastructure. 

Similarly, the output of this thinking, through the emerging medium of urban information system, can often be interactive, 

informative, even attractive, realized in the form of increasingly distinguished audio-visual displays and interfaces, websites, 

installations and systems, all determined via these real-time learning layers overlaid onto the pre-existing city. This has the 

probable result of ‘making the invisible visible’ thus it raises awareness about urban infrastructure, activity and ecosystem. 

Urban infrastructure now comprises smart-phones, net-books, wireless internet and tablets, media façades, sensor networks, 

RFID tags, smart meters and so on, upon which stands a rich layer of sophisticated user experiences covering social media like 

Twitter and Foursquare, ‘apps’, maps and augmented reality, as well as ‘e-government’ services. 

 Hard Infrastructure: 

 Smart grids: 

Simply, a smart grid can be defined as the integration of information and communications technology in electric transmission 

and distribution networks. The smart grid carries electricity to end consumers using two-way digital technology that enables the 

more effective management of consumers’ end users of electricity as well as the more proficient use of the grid to find and 

correct supply demand-imbalances instantaneously and perceive faults in a “self-healing” progression that improves service 

quality, augments reliability, and reduces on costs. Thus, the smart grid is not confined to efficacies only; it involves every and 

every stage of the electricity cycle, from the inception of utility through electricity markets to end customers’ applications.  

“Electricity generation currently remarks for 57% of India’s total emissions and this will continue till the end of 2020. Much 

of generated energy is wasted due to transmission inefficiency. The lack of clearness in the grid makes losses difficult to 

measure, but it is estimated that in 2007 India lost 32% of total generation.”  

The smart grid concept is the result of a number of trends that have been evolving for up to a half century, which includes- 

 Information and communications technology (ICT): 

Date-intensive electric business has taken pace with Moore’s Law continues in effect and ever-cheaper computer chips, sensors 

and controllers, along with increasingly modern mobile and Wi-Fi capabilities. 

 Advances in Metering Technology: 

Likewise, digital meters are increasingly cheap and rugged, and they have started to replace electro-mechanical meters on a 

wholesale basis. 

 Costs: 

The trend in the per unit cost of electricity turned rising few decades ago, although that wasn’t clear until more recently. With 

increase in cost of production and decline is service quality electric companies have to learn how to produce it cheaply while 

earning noticeable profit. 

Smart grid is gearing up. The country is bound to see the market for smart grid touch Rs 50,000 crore in coming four to five 

years, from the present level of less than Rs 100 crore. This would be driven by the government's plan of establishing up 100 

smart cities and 500 smart-town.  Mr. Reji Kumar Pillai, president, India Smart Grid Forum (ISGF) has said that reliable electric 

grid is the most critical enabler for all other systems in a smart city, all 100 smart cities and 500 smart town will have smart grids 

in coming 5-10years. This involves strengthening the electrical network, moving over to head distribution lines to the 

underground cables at key locations in the city, making automatic substations and distribution network, smart metering system, 
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rooftop solar integration, automatic demand response systems to control certain loads o match demand with supply, as well as 

most latest billing and collection systems, integrated customer care censors, electric vehicle charging stations, energy storage 

systems, smart street lights plus mobile work force management systems.  

ISGF(India Smart Grid Forum)make assessments that a typical city of 5 to 10 lakhs population will need about Rs 300 to 500 

crore for modernizing the electricity grid depending on the present condition of the equipment. This would need investments of 

around of Rs 50,000 crore for building smart grids in 100 smart cities.  

 Key characteristics of the smart grid: 

 Self-healing:  

The grid has capacity to rapidly detect, analyze, respond, and restores. 

 Empowers and incorporates the consumer:  

Able to include consumer equipment and behavior in grid design, operation. 

 Tolerant of attack:  

The grid curbs and is resilient to physical/cyber-attacks. 

 Provides power quality needed by 21
st
- century users:  

The grid offers quality Power in tune with consumer and industry needs. 

 Facilitate a wide variety of supply and demand: 

The grid facilitate a variety of resources, that includes demand response, collective heat and  

power, wind, photovoltaic, and efficiency. 

 Potential Benefits of the Smart Grid:  

The smart grid exhibits a wide range of potential benefits, including:  

- Optimizing the value of present production and transmission capacity  

- Integrating more renewable energy  

- Aiding step-function improvements in energy efficiency  

- Enabling broader diffusion and use of energy storage options  

- Reducing carbon imprints by increasing system, load and transfer efficiencies  

- Augmenting power quality  

- Improving a utility’s power consistency, operational efficiency, asset management and overall productivity  

- Enabling informed participation by consumers by endowing them to manage their energy usage  

- Promoting energy independence. 

 
Fig. 2: Potential Benefits of the Smart Grid 

 Intelligent Electronic Devices: 

Electromechanical devices such as land lines and power line carriers for many years. But as of today, many of these devices are 

taking on enhanced, and even new, features and functions in the form of intelligent electronic devices (IEDs). For example, the 

single-function electromechanical meters used during old days are now getting replaced with multi-function electronic meters 

which can communicate with a central computer. In addition of electronics to the control units of recloses has empowered them 
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to communicate with a utility’s main/central computers, which automatically store the outage data (e.g., number, duration) 

needed for reliability and availability indices (CAIFI,SAIDI, SAIFI, etc.). 

Remote terminal units (RTUs) used for supervisory control and data acquisition systems (SCADA) are quiet smaller and less 

expensive than they used to. That’s why; the use of SCADA RTUs is spreading out from the transmission system to the 

distribution system. 

 Solar / Green Cities: 

Renewable energy/ Clean Energy in general terms defined as energy that comes from resources which gets naturally replenished 

on a human timescale, such as sunlight, tides, wind, rain and  geothermal heat. 

New and Renewable Energy Ministry (MNRE), Govt. of India has come up with a Scheme on “Development of Solar Cities”.  

The program intends at minimum 10% reduction in expected demand of conventional energy at the end of five years, which 

can be accomplished through a combination of energy efficiency measures and augmenting supply from renewable energy 

sources. 

 Sector Wise Strategies: 

It involves carrying techno-economic feasibility of different types of renewable energy and energy effectiveness options for each 

sector and making a primary listing of the options. 

 Renewable Energy: 

A renewable energy resources valuation should be structure to identify the potential renewable  sources of energy for the city. 

This includes assessment of solar radiation, biomass resources, wind power density and availability, and municipal/industrial 

wastes. 

The next step to it would be to list out all potential renewable energy technology options. List of renewable energy 

technologies/systems is given below. 

 Solar Energy: 

 Thermal System: 

1) Solar water heating systems 

2) Scheffler cookers for indoor cooking 

3) Solar steam generating systems 

4) Solar cookers (Box and dish type) 

5) v)Solar refrigeration and air conditioning plants 

6) Solar air heating/drying systems 

7) Solar concentrators used for process heat applications 

 Photovoltaic System: 

1) viii) Solar powered lanterns 

2) ix) Solar powered home lighting systems 

3) x) Solar powered generators 

4) xi) solar controlled Street light systems 

5) xii) Solar powered hoardings 

6) xiii) Solar powered street light/garden lights 

7) xiv) Solar powered traffic lights 

8) xv) Solar powered blinkers 

9) xvi) Road studs 

10) xvii) Solar power packs 

11) xviii) SPV power plants for decentralization applications 

12) xix) Building integrated photovoltaic 

13) xx) Roof top plants used for replacing DG gensets 

14) xxi) Solar charging stations/systems 

 Biomass & Waste to Energy Projects: 

1) Power projects based on Municipal and Urban Waste and also on industrial waste through combustion or bio-

machination technologies 

2) Power projects based on methane made available from STPs 

3) Bo-mass gasification as well as co-generation projects in industries 

4) Biomass gasifies based crematoriums 

5) Projects on methane utilization for thermal & electrical applications in industries 
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 Solar Passive Architecture in Buildings/Housing Complexes: 

Solar passive architecture comprised main components viz orientation of building, double glazed windows, sunshades, roof 

painting, smart glazing window overhangs, thermal storage wall/roof, earth air tunneling ventilation, evaporative cooling, day 

lighting, windtowers, construction materials etc. Incorporation of specific components will depend in which climatic type the 

building is getting constructed. 

Renewable energy technologies should be analyzed for sector-wise techno-economic potential. Both, decentralized and 

centralized options should be taken into account. The objective will be that renewable energy should reduce at least 5% of the 

projected total demand of conventional energy by the end of five years. 

 Replacement of Old Ceiling fans by 5 Star rated Ceiling Fans: 

- Old ceiling fans (1200 mm and above) with over 7 years vintage typically have a power consumption of about 80 watts 

as against the BEE‐labelled 5‐star rated 1200 mm ceiling fans with power consumption of not more than 55 watts. 

- These 5 Star ceiling fans need only 50 Watts of energy which is 30% less than the conventional fan. 

- The power consumption measured for sample old ceiling fans found that these ceiling fans consume power in range of 

80W‐105 W. 

 Energy Efficiency (EE) and Demand side management (DSM): 

when renewable energy technologies would provide clean energy, then EE and DSMmeasures would help in reducing the energy 

demand. An indicative list of DSMandEE measures for various sectors is shown below: 

III. MUNICIPAL SECTOR 

Water pumping: There is a potential of 15-25% energy savings in case of the municipal water pumping systems. 

Street lighting system: Energy savings are possible when efficient lighting and control systems are used. 

 Institutional  and Commercial Buildings: 

- Lighting: Efficient lighting and control systems usage. 

- HVAC:  efficient HVAC systems usage 

- EE in new buildings: Savings are possible on energy side by following theguidelines as given in Energy Conservation 

Building Codes (ECBC) 

- Storage: Thermal storage can be used for peak demand reduction 

 Residential: 

- Appliances: BEE star rated appliances use. 

- Lighting: Efficient lighting (e.g. CFL and T5) and control systems use. 

- EE in new housing: Simple guidelines could be made/building laws can be enforced and amended to achieve energy 

savings 

 Industrial: 

- Lighting: Efficient lighting and control system use Energy efficiency in motors, furnaces, boilers, etc. A sector-wise 

analysis on techno-economic platform of potential energy efficiency and DSMmeasures should be calculated. 

 Proposed Pilot Project: 

 Total Cost (Residential Sector) 38580000 

Solar water heating system utilized for individual / residential apartment complex. 

(Type: FPC) 

100 LPD Qty 500 25000 

 Total Cost (Commercial & Institutional Sector) 5200000  

Heating system powered by solar for hospitals. 

5000 LPD Nos 4 650,000 

Heating system powered by solar for restaurants. 

5000 LPD Nos 4 650,000 

 Total Cost (Municipal Sector) 146220000 

Interactive grid Solar PV plant for Municipal office buildings 

25 KwPNos 5 12,500,000 

Solar Water System for Nagpur Municipal 

Corporations Hospitals 
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1500 LPD Nos 2 225,000 - 

2000 LPD Nos 2 300,000 - 

3000 LPD Nos 2 425,000 - 

Pilot Project for energy efficiency to Street Lighting 

Installation of microprocessor based controller having feedback facility facilitated with all accessories and panel 

Nos442 13,260,000 - 

Installing microprocessor based controller having feedback facility in existing panel 

Nos260 3,900,000 - 

Methane rich gas Bio Gas station /Electrical energy generation station 

No 142,500,000 

 Total Cost of the Projects is190,000,000 

IV. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

This participation may be regarded as a way of empowerment and as vital part of democratic governance. Public participation is 

fragment of people centred or human centric principles. The reasons behind public participation are to promote credibility, 

encourage openness in government, and create ownership of development decisions plus programmes and projects. Public 

participation can be said to encourage citizens to be more engaged in the decision-making processes that affects local 

community. It also aidsto advance citizens’ understanding of how government machinery works and convenes upon them the 

capacity to the admittance of governmental decision-making processes. 

 Tools for public participation: 

Public participation differs from simply sharing of information to vigorous engagement of citizens in the implementation and 

management of projects and services (UN-HABITAT,2004). Various tools to build different types of participation varies from 

stakeholder consultations and public hearings to community watchdog groups and PPP. The common thread that runs through 

the various toolsis the commitment of local government committment to share information and engage the community in an open 

dialogue. 

The views of the citizens must be heard as well as reflected in development decisions, hence making governments responsive 

and answerable to the community. 

The structuring of a community and its perception of local governance will affect the level of public participation. There are 

mechanisms that are already in use, forviz. public hearings during government meetings, where individuals can comment on 

local government policy. However, mainly mechanisms for public participation to lessen corruption and augment transparency 

may contain study circles, government contract committees, citizen advisory boards, public watchdog groups and public 

hearings. 

 Public Watchdog Groups: 

Grassroots associations or community-based organizations whose key role iscivic activism and distribution of information 

pertaining to government initiatives. 

These groups are in no direct relationship with government entities. They keep watch on local government issues and policies, 

link up with media and government bodies, attend public hearings and speak in favour of or against public policy proposals. 

Human capital, morein comparison to financial capital, drives the success and effectiveness of these watchdog groups. Hence, It 

is  important that these groups create visibility with government officials and entities, but maintain an autonomous spirit. 

 Strategic Planning: 

Strategic planning should always take start from considering  household demands and need. It should also care for the wider 

needs of the community. It should also keep in mind that each plan component is clearly related to the  plan objectives so as 

toensure that activities have an overall direction and decrease the possibility that resources will be wasted on split efforts that 

have no clear purpose.  

A strategic plan should also include complementary measures to set up and inform demand for improved services. Demand 

attributes willingness to pay directly or indirectly for rendering service provision. When people are completely aware of the need 

for improved services, they may need direction on costs and benefits of paying for services. 

 Smart Transportation and Urban Planning: 

Smart Transportations supposed to manage capacity by better integrating land use and transportation planning. Roadways have 

many purposes, that too including providing local and regional mobility,  access offered to homes and businesses, and backing 

up economic growth. 

Smart transportation system concept is expected to become critical while addressing the challenges posed by an growing 

number of mega cities in both developed and developing regions for maintaining safety, smoother traffic flow and an 
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environmentally friendly and sustainable city environment. Telematics -Consumer and commercial are important, including new 

emergency call systems and electronic toll collection. Sophisticated systems for preventing accidents via vehicle-to-vehicle 

collision and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications are also significant, but these are being positioned in relation to 

growingvehicles cellular connectivity. 

There is virtually no existence of electric and hybrid vehicle industry in India. Shift to electric mobility is vital to secure 

against depletion of fossil fuels, increasing fuel costs, and bearing of transportation on the environment. 

Government has decided to spend INR 1,400 crore (US$ 226 million) covering the next two years on enticements and 

subsidies for makers and buyers of electric vehicles being part of to have at least six million electric vehicles on roads in India by 

2020. 

Plans are underway to convert 101 river stretches to transport goods plus passengers through much cheaper and environment-

friendly National Waterways. Around 1,000 new barges will provide direct employment to about 20,000 people. 

Delhi will be the first city in India to install intelligent traffic lighting systems. To support curbing oil import use of bio-fuels 

being encouraged by an ethanol-blending program Even though the vehicle sale has increased, road accidents in developing 

countries have declined; while Indian fatalities have lowered by 50 percent in the last decade.India needs stronger norms to curb 

vehicular pollution. 

 Smart Parking: 

Traffic congestion caused by vehicle is a big problem at a global scale and it is growing exponentially. Car parking problem is  a 

major problem added to it is increasing vehicle size in the luxurious segment and confined parking spaces in cities. Searching for 

a parking space is a routine which is often frustrating activity for many people in cities around the world. This search is 

responsible for burning about one million barrels of the world’s oil a day. As the global population continuing to become 

urbanize, without a well-planned, convenience-driven retreat from the car these problems are going to be bad. 

On implementing successfully, Smart Parking may result in 2,20,000 gallons of fuels saving by 2030 and approximately 

3,00,000 gallons offuels saved by 2050 according to one report, . Smart Parking systems typically acquires information about 

available parking spaces in a definite geographic area and process isreal-time based to place vehicles at available positions .It 

includes using low-cost sensors,  and real-time data collection and mobile-phone-enabled automated payment systems which 

allow people to reserve parking in advance or may be very accurately predict where they will likely find a spot. 

When implemented as a system, smart parking can reduces car emissions in urban centers by dropping the need for people to 

with no need circle city blocks searching for parking. It also authorizes cities to carefully manage their supply of parking . 

Smart parking solves one of the biggest problems on driving in city areas; getting empty parking spaces and controlling illegal 

parking.  

 
Fig. 3: Smart Parking 

 Parking Assistance System:  

- The Parking Assistance System consists of three modules- Control module, Monitoring module and a displaying unit. 

Accompanied by above three module it also have centralized supervisory system that keeps a data base of parking space 

and it will have a SMS gateway. 

- The monitoring module contains ultrasonic sensors/ ambient light sensor that identifies the open parking spaces and 

give this Information to control unit through Zigbee. 

- In addition to detecting the car this sensor also provides additional information viz. the time period for which the car has 

been parked and also vehicle’s health status. 
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- The control units analyses the information and sends the information to the Centralized supervisory system. 

- Centralized supervisory system gets this information of parking space from the controller through UDP. It sends this 

information such as the time parked, slot allotted, billing information etc to the user’s mobile phone.  

 
Fig. 4: Parking Assistance System 

 Indian Specific Ecosystem: 

 Challenges 

- Absence of a tough billing platform leading to revenue leakages 

- Interoperability between various devices or lack of standards. 

- Even though some other countries have solutions provided, Smart parking does not really deployed much solution for 

two wheelers as yet in India. 

- Different Security issues and fears to the installed on-site parking meter. 

- Parking management market was estimated to be about $5,025.9 million in 2014. This way market is expected to grow 

in rhythm with the growth in vehicle ownerships and development of parking facilities. 

- Parking for today is a $ 25 billion dollar industry which has seen very few innovations and implementations. In the long 

run, smart parking can actually renovate the makeup of our urban landscapes, making them more responsive to people 

rather than cars. 

 Intelligent Traffic Management system 

 Sophisticated Safety control system 

 Sustainable public transportation system 

 Development Strategy: 

The basic strategic components of area-based development for the Smart Cities Mission includes city improvement (retrofitting) 

then city renewal (redevelopment) and city extension (greenfield development) as well as a Pan-city initiative which includes 

Smart Solutions are applied covering larger parts of the city. Below the descriptions of the three models of Area-based smart city 

development is given:  

 Retrofitting: 

Retrofitting will present planning in anprevailing built-up area to achieve smart city purposes, along with other aims, to make the 

existing area more effective and liveable. In retrofitting, an area having more than 500 acres will be taken under consideration by 

the city in consultation with citizens. Based on the existing grade of infrastructure services in the area under consideration and 

the vision of the residents, the cities will make a strategy to become smart. As existing structures are basically to remain intact in 

this model, it is very much expected that more intensive infrastructure service grades and a large number of smart applications 

will be filled into the retrofitted smart city. This s may also be completed in a shorter time frame, leading to its imitation in 

another part of the city.  

 Redevelopment: 

This will effect a replacement of the pre-existing built-up environment and will make ease in co-creation of a new layout with 

improved infrastructure using mixed land use and improved density. Redevelopment foresees an area of more than 50 acres, 

recognized by Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) in consultation with local citizens. For example, a new layout of the identified area 

will be prepared with mixed use of land, higher FSI plus high ground coverage. Two redevelopment model are 

1.theSaifeeBurhaniUpliftment Project present in Mumbai (also called the Bhendi Bazaar Project) 2.the redevelopment of East 

Kidwai Nagar in New Delhi which is being undertaken by the National Building Construction Corporation.  

 Greenfield: 

Development will present most of the Solutions in a previously vacant area (more than 250 acres) by use of innovative planning, 

plan financing plus plan implementation tools (e.g. land pooling/ land reconstitution) with facility for affordable housing, 

specially for the poor. Greenfield developments are very well required around cities that  address the needs of the growing 
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population. One example is the GIFT City in Gujarat. Not like retrofitting and redevelopment, this greenfield development can 

be located either within the limits of the local Urban Development Authority (UDA) or within the limits of the ULB. 

 Pan-city: 

Development gives application of selected Smart Solutions to the pre-existing city-wide infrastructure development. Application 

of Smart Solutions involves the use of technology plus information and data that makes infrastructure and services better. Ex. 

applying Smart Solutions in the transport sector (intelligent traffic management system) and dropping average commute time of 

citizens will have positive effects on productivity of citizens. Waste water recycling could be another example and smart 

metering which may make a huge contribution for better water management in the city.  

Each shortlisted smart city proposal is expected to summarize either a retrofitting or greenfield development model, or a mix 

of both and a Pan-city feature with Smart Solution(s). It is imperative to note that pan-city is an additional feature that will be 

provided. As smart city is taking a compact area approach, it is important that all the city residents’ sense there is something in it 

for them as well. Therefore, the additional requirement of some (at least one) city-wide smart solution are put in the scheme to 

make it all inclusive.  

For Himalayan and North Eastern States, the area proposed to be developed will be 1/2 of what is recommended for any of the 

alternative models - redevelopment, retrofitting or Greenfield development. 
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